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	NAME: Castax
	DESCRIPTION: The Castax, native to Castax XI, are a space-faring insectoid race, measuring some 3.4 meters in length from head to tail. Propelled by 16 multi-jointed legs, they look like a giant caterpillar, but the analogy ends there. They can raise themselves up on their rear legs & “walk” at a very slow pace. It is courteous for them to assume this stance when talking to others, it is a sign of respect and vulnerability. They have several colonies in 4 neighboring star systems: Thant, Intury, Barule, Abnicus, which share a border with the Kurata Imperium.Their technology is on par with the Federation. They are longstanding allies of the Kurata. Names: They have extremely long names that consist of sucking and whistling noises along with syntax. They tend to use diminutives of their names for others. ex: Vaklax, whistle, Threporkon, suction noise, Mazorox, whistle. ex: diminutive would be Vak.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: I have 2 speeds & if you don't like this one, you sure won't like the other one.
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Presence +1
	Text Field 8: The Castax have mottled purple & blue skin with their legs being a much darker hue. They can weigh a considerable amount, their girth makes it hard to move anywhere quickly & most are resigned to lumbering to their destination at a slow pace. There “face” is an array of sensory organs. Fleshy protrusions of different shapes & sizes surround it’s mouth, which contains 3 retractable mandibles used to eat.
	TALENTS: Castax, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Infrared Vision [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Unlike most other intelligent species, Castax optics allow them to see in the infrared range. This confers little advantage though it is worth noting that they have no Difficulty penalties for seeing heat-generating items or beings in low-light or darkness.
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